UAT Analyst – Igaming
£26,000 - £28,000 per annum
We aim to place the customer experience at the heart of our business. The UAT Analyst is
responsible for ensuring an exceptional online customer experience through managing the
business test and sign off process and assisting in the transition of releases into the live
environment and ensuring the correct test process is carried out and reported on.
We are looking for a proven test analyst to join our growing team who will undertake the
required testing to ensure that the service delivered meets business requirements. You will
be someone who enjoys a collaborative environment, who will support the Business
Analyst in delivering a full test service and maintain a close relationship to clarify
requirements with both CMS, Operations and Product owners, ensuring a quick testing turn
around.
(UAT) User Acceptance Test Analyst - What you will be doing:
Responsible for testing and supporting the Content Managers (CMS) for all content
changes that are ready for UAT, creating UAT l Change requests, writing up defects and
ensuring all requirements are correct at all times
To report issues relating to layout, alignment, spelling, grammar, functionality, URL inks,
consistency along branding are to be reported to CMS and the Product owner sand chased
for rapid resolution due to the quick timescales.
Responsible for working with multiple third party test service providers and testing at their
site when required
Produce test plans, test conditions, detailed test scripts, UAT exit reports, daily status
reports
Have clear track record documentation during test execution for test evidence
Assist in the creation and sign off of robust test plans to ensure quality is maintained
(UAT) User Acceptance Test Analyst - to be successful in this role you will need to
have/be:
Experience and proven success in a similar role
Browsers and Mobile device knowledge (Essential)
Experience of front end usability testing / Web & Mobile testing (Mandatory)
Full understanding and experience of UAT
Experience of the software testing lifecycle (Mandatory)
Experience of working with various types of testing techniques and methodologies in
particular, Waterfall and Agile
Experience in testing Payments gateways

FSB Technology (UK) Ltd is a privately funded company that provides sports betting products. More
information about FSB can be found at http://www.fsbtech.com/.

